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Forse merita di pi originale, a volte ci allontana da una sequela
logica ma ci tiene l a proseguire Ci piacerebbe che la nebbia
svanisse del tutto ma su questo punto dissento dall autore. Un
po Robertson e un po Doig, ma con qualche decennio di
anticipo Bellissima la figura di Clint, l adolescente protagonista
Qualche perplessit su alcune scelte di traduzione. Browsing a
Half Priced Books in Houston and looking for something to
read, I came across this Been wanting to read it for some time
now, given Herlihy s other novel, Midnight Cowboy This is a
novel of a certain time in America, published in 1960 It reminds
me a lot of Capote and MacCullers and others of that time Still
writing straight ahead narratives, but taking a few chances with
characters Berry berry runs a whore house for some time in
this novel Later made into a movie starring a young Warren
Beatty his period as a young, rebelous stud Splendor in the
Grass and The Roman Spring of Mrs Stone , the novel is much
the story of his younger brother, Clinton Yes, coming of age
novels were really big in this period just think of To Kill a
Mockingbird The last 20 or so pages are pretty impressive as
he describes what Clinton is going through when he relizes his
brother is responsible for the death of a wonderful woman
Definitely a novel of a certain period of American writing Herlliy
had an up and down career, showing ability in many different
fields, but never seeming to settle down in one to show his
genius I doubt if I will read another book by him unless I come
across a 1 copy of Midnight Cowboy in a used bookstore
during my travels I do enjoy straight ahead, traditional
narratives and I did enjoy reading this novel Just, a bit dated
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and while it shows ability, it is not overwhelming. Read it for the
character Echo. Forse merita di pi originale, a volte ci allontana
da una sequela logica ma ci tiene l a proseguire Ci piacerebbe
che la nebbia svanisse del tutto ma su questo punto dissento
dall autore. A sad tale of two brothers set in a time and place
that doesn t really exist any. Clinton S Family Has A
Reputation His Father, Once A Barnstorming Radical, Is A
Drinking Man Now His Brother, Berry Berry, Is A Wild
Vagabond, Not Above Running A Brothel To Keep Himself
Going Clinton Has Skipped School For Consecutive Days,
Filling Notebooks With Overheard Conversations And Waiting
For His Brother To ReturnThen, One Evening, Berry Berry
Does Appear In An Aura Of Mystery That Swings From
Excitement To Callous Destructiveness With Shattering
Results It seemed to me a nice blend of Catcher in the Rye
and Truman Capote s at his best Great tempo and gift for
dialogue Herlihy seemed to know quite well the ground he
undertook for his writing Excellent observer Through Clinton
his alter ego which I surmise, he portrays all the character traits
of most women fastidious,domineering,histrionic and trivial
Otherwise imaginative and fickle although endearing at times
that have an unbelievable erratic taste for picking their men
Which explains the cause of their misfortunes this accounts
worldwide for thousands of neurotic women and men as a
result of it Lol.As for Berry berry he was a nightmare Herlihy
tried to exorcise with this book. I liked this book but not as
much as Midnight Cowboy It is very Noir ish and ultimately
depressing The main character Clinton reminded me of Holden
Caulfield The theme of the disturbed suburban family was a lot
like Rebel Without a Cause I guess in the 50s and early 60s
these themes were popular. I m currently rereading this old
favorite, that I d misplaced from my college collection The
playwright William Inge adapted the screenplay for the movie
Though I liked the movie, it s missing a lot of the protagonists
inner musings I still think Clinton Williams character captures
teen angst in its inertia, loneliness, and fear of ever launching.
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